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The HDSP PCI-Card and the CardBus card not only give you some of the fastest audio interfacing solutions, but also the

freedom of choice to easily swap interfaces like the Multiface II or the Digiface between laptops and desktop DAW systems.

Artists and studios all over the world currently rely on this combination.

If you are looking for a no-compromize solution combined with ultimate compatibility, these four products are

state of the art. The HDSP Multiface II and Digiface solutions combine the highest possible audio transmission rates

you can realize with PCI based systems, with ultimate connectivity.

HDSP PCI-Card
PCI-Card for MULTIFACE II,

MULTIFACE, DIGIFACE
and RPM

The new version of the HDSP PCI interface from the HDSP system is still based on the Zero Waitstate PCI Busmaster

technology developed by RME. With transfer rates of up to 130 MByte/sec, it provides the performance maximum of a 32 bit

PCI bus, while ensuring the lowest possible latency times. Moreover the card offers Plug & Play compatibility on Windows and

MacOS computers, as well as capability to share interrupts while using only one interrupt (IRQ) fpr all audio and MIDI functions.

Thanks to the innovative Zero CPU Load technology and the implementation of the latest chips, the Hammerfall® PCI-card uses

internal high-speed RAM instead of external SRAM.

The connection between PCI-card and I/O box (RME Multiface II or RME Digiface) is established using ordinary FireWire cable

(IEEE 1394, 6-pole.) The data transfer however uses RME’s own proprietary bus protocol. The supplied cable is 4.5 m (15 ft.) in

length; however cables up to 10m (33 ft.) have been successfully tested. The PCI-card also serves as power supply to the attached

RME I/O-boxes.

Specifications:
Short PCI 2.0 compliant PCI-card

Zero Waitstate PCI Busmaster interface (130 MB/s transfer rate both ways)

32 bit, PCI-X compatible

Output: IEEE 1394 connector (RME protocol)

Package Contents:
PCI-card, cable 4.5 meters (15 ft) IEEE 1394

PCI-Card
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HDSP PCI-Card
HDSP Cardbus Card

Features: HDSP Interfaces (CardBus and PCI-Card):
Hammerfall hardware design: organized in 32 bit ASIO double buffers, data transmission rates up to 130 MByte/sec

ASIO in hardware! 0 (zero!)% CPU load even with all channels active

Automatic hardware self test at power up

Hardware update via software (virtual EPROM update)

Secure BIOS Technology - prevents the card from becoming unusable should the flash process fail

Complete interrupt sharing

“State of the art” PC and Mac drivers, constantly updated, also for future Win and Mac 64 bit operating systems

HDSP CardBus Card
PCMCIA-Card for MULTIFACE II,

MULTIFACE, DIGIFACE
and RPM

Thanks to ever-increasing CPU power, hard disk capacity and speed, today’s high performance laptop computers

can meet virtually any challenge presented by even the most demanding audio recording and processing applica-

tions. But, the overall performance depends largely on the audio interface used. RME‘s Hammerfall DSP System

has been the world‘s first PCI-based high performance mobile audio system. Even FireWire 400 or USB 2.0 -based

interfaces can neither deliver the same bandwidth nor the desired compatibility.

For the HDSP System RME has developed a worldwide exclusive PCMCIA type II card with Zero Waitstate CardBus

Busmaster technology. With up to 130 MB/s transfer rate both ways it can provide the same performance on a notebook

as a PCI-card would offer on a desktop computer. This is partly down to perfect Plug & Play compatibility on Windows

and MacOS based portable computers, and interrupt sharing capability that uses only one interrupt (IRQ) for all audio

and MIDI functions. The data transfer however uses RME’s own proprietary bus protocol.

The supplied cable is 4.5 m (15 ft.) in length; however cables up to 10m (33 ft.) have been successfully tested.

As the CardBus card does not provide power to the attached I/O-box, it comes with a compact professional switching

power supply. A car battery cable is also included for additional mobile applications.

Specifications:
PCMCIA type II, 32 bit CardBus card

Zero Waitstate PCI Busmaster interface (130 MB/s transfer rate both ways)

Output: IEEE 1394 connector (RME protocol)

Package Contents:
CardBus card, cable 4.5 meters (15 ft) IEEE 1394, switching power supply 100 V-240 V /12 V - 1.25 A, battery cable

and car adapter cable (12 Volts) for the Multiface II, Multiface, RPM and the Digiface




